
Unit Four
Non-Fiction with
Text Features &

Central Idea



NOW YOU TRY!!
1. Click the link to the see the rest of this local newspaper.

2. Use the arrow to flip pages through the entire issue
3. Locate examples from the list above

https://editions.communityimpact.com/view/104877355/

Activity #1 = Text Features
Text features help a reader understand the 

text better.
Title Subtitle Timeline
Caption Table of contents Graph 
Chart Photo Illustration
Italic words Bold words Map

https://editions.communityimpact.com/view/104877355/


Activity # 2 = Central Idea & Supporting Details =
(also know as the main idea or thesis) the unifying  element which ties together the information and the details that go with it in the text.

Steps to identify the central idea and the supporting details:
1. Read the article and pay attention to the text features and text structures to determine the subject of the article.

2. Ask yourself "What is the subject of the article and what does the author reveal about the subject?" (That's the central idea!)

3. Turn the central idea into a question.

4. Answer the question. The answers are the supporting details! (which leads to citing evidence!)

Review these steps with an example
Determining Central Idea in Any Text - YouTube

NOW YOU TRY:
Non-fiction = Pop Up Science: Sugar and Water – YouTube

Fiction = How to find the main idea and supporting details - reading skills for beginners - YouTube

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cueg_JqY03o
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZmWYG7qh0QA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=42SJTk2XSi4


Directions: 
1. Click the link and read the story: Perseverance Rover Successfully Pulls Breathable Oxygen From The Red Planet's Atmosphere Kids News Article (dogonews.com)

2. Apply your new knowledge and use the story to complete the charts. 

Activity #3 = story application

Name the Type of Text Feature Explain How the Feature Helps the Story

1

2

3

4

5

Central Idea of story

Supporting Detail

Supporting Detail

https://www.dogonews.com/2021/5/10/perseverance-rover-successfully-pulls-breathable-oxygen-from-the-red-planets-atmosphere


Activity #4 = Response
Directions: Write to respond to the prompt in chart below, use the story as a reference.  Stay within the space provided and include text features. 

PROMPT:  Use your imagination to describe the first astronaut landing on Mars.
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